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2500HD is engineered to put the big-rig trailer to the test. The 7.3-liter turbodiesel V-8 boasts 445 horsepower and 775 lb-ft of
torque. It'll hustle to 60 miles per hour in 6.5 seconds. A 6-speed automatic transmission comes standard, and the 5.3-foot box is

good for 32 miles per gallon in the city. Owners of the 2002-2006 Chevrolet Silverado 2500HD should be prepared for axle
damage of some sort. The rear axle has been associated with axle cracking, which causes a distinct rattle when the vehicle starts

and stops. It may not be a problem when you're driving on highways, but it becomes a nuisance when you're on the road. A
flexible coupling may stop the rattle, but it won't prevent the uneven yaw of the rear end. The axle has a good service interval -

you need to replace it after seven years or 150,000 miles, whichever comes first. Wiring harnesses and other electrical
components can foul up the rough ride and even cause short-circuits. These items could cause a 12-volt shut off that could

disable the air conditioning or the heater. This is a potential safety concern that could lead to a smoldering interior that could
have very serious consequences. An overheated engine could lead to engine failure. The Silverado 2500HD can have an abrupt
start or stop when you've got something on the road ahead. The vehicle can lose traction, which is especially dangerous when

you're driving
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